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Bishop Baker to Conduct
jvlorris Chapel Services

BOWE TO
ATTEND MEET

April 19 Dedication
Date for New Building
Dedication services of Morris
rhapel which will be held April
io at 3:30 p. m., are to be con
victed by Bishop James C. Baker
the western area Methodist

Mills Scene of College
Conference This Week

Church.

DEDICATION
Dedicatory services will start a
aeek of celebration. A full proTram has been designed for the
°,eek following. Beginning Mon
day night, Dr. Marcus Bach, presi
dent of Fine Arts in Religion in
America, will speak on the place
of music in religion. After the
speech, the A Cappella Choir will
religious songs. Tuesday
sjncr
„jaht the topic will be drama in
religion. The Little Theatre, under
the direction of DeMarcus Brown,
will present a drama in keeping
with the speech.
Wednesday night will be devot
ed to the place of sacred dancing
in religion and the Orchesis group
will exemplify it. Thursday night
there will be recreation in church
and Lawton D. Harris of the Pa
cific department of religious edu
cation will be the speaker. The
talk will be followed by folk dan
cing in costumes in the gymna
sium.
There will be an open house in
the new building on Monday night
following the address and enter
tainment.
Seminars dealing with different
departments of religion in the
Church will be held from 10-12
each morning. There will be eight
groups, beginning with the pri
mary and continuing through the
adult meetings. These will be led
by people from different parts of
the state. Margaret Kinner of
New York, national secretary for
kindergarten work in the Metho
dist Church, will be here for lead
ership in some of these.

Prospective
Teachers
Active
Thirty-three college students
*re actively participating in stu
dent teaching this semester. Of
these, eighteen are in secondary
schools and fifteen in grammar
schools.
In the English department at
Nockton High School are Elaine
•"•ik, V*lliam Ramsey, Robert
ckler, Jeanne Woodruff and
hginia Wirth; the social sciQee department has John BrandGUy

Leona Esmond, Irving Fritz,
,eryl Gait and Mrs. William
nge are working in the lanr a®e department; Violet
jn;j'u®'s' Melvin Gholz and Ferd' Ruth are instructing sci^ e Masses in biology; Aron
cat,
*s teaching physical eduDorothy McBride is inst
SamCtTc-e home economics; and
«epar*ng is in the commercial
tew \v iCe teaching at the Woodjea ' "Sen grammar school are
Alicp Bradley, Barbara Kaddon,
I>an
Gipner, Elma Dale,
!tiei, CCS,htcEihern, Mervil Ham-
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Bob Dewey.

Weber school are Baroyes> Doris Guernsey, ElT
Jane Gilbert
~—
and Jean
Stuckv
tlle Lottie Grunsky
are rr\
Buc!iselieh and
^
Budisplif»Ti
anrl Lois
T.nic
1'eaehin
at country
are tya a
schools
hie,Ua/"da German, Ripon EleGverhnu. sch°ol; Mrs. Marian
/Gr' Madison School.

The National Student Federa
tion of America has planned a
regional meeting for the Pacific
Coast colleges and universities,
to be held at Mills College today,
tomorrow and Sunday.
TOPICS
Tom Bowe will attend this
conference as a representative of
the College of Pacific. He will
participate in student commis
sions considering such pertinent
subjects as "What is the place
of athletic and recreational pro
grams in the war effort?,"
"What is the place of activities
and social functions on the cam
pus during the emergency?"
"What defense courses can the
college and university offer?,"
"What precautions for physical
safety should be taken on the
campus?," and "What can we
do to educate the college con
sumer?"
RECREATION
There will be recreational
provisions—a dance concert by
the Van Tuyl Group, a basket
ball game between California
and Stanford and entertainment
provided in San Francisco.
Many outstanding leaders have
been enlisted to lead the discus
sions, among them Brutus Ham
ilton, track coach at California.

paduation
Cheating in Examinations System
Attacked by Committee
Altered
cheating in examinations and

In response to widespread
comment on the prevalence of
cheating in the last final exam
ination period, the Student Af
fairs Committee has considered
it desirable to introduce the fol
lowing preventive plan.
RESULTS OF CHEATING
In introducing this plan we
want to emphasize to all stud
ents (I) that in cheating you
are hurting yourself by devel
oping a dependence on others,
(2) that under the curve sys
tem used in grading in most
A revealing close-up of the
Student Affairs Committee is
given on page 5.

classes you are not "cheating
the professor," but are in real
ity hurting some other student
in the class, (3) that if, by
your attitude, you allow some
one else to cheat, you are hurt
ing yourselves directly, (4)
that grades are not important
enough to cheat for; the impor
tant thing is to learn some
thing from each of your clas
ses.
We have asked the faculty to
co-operate by taking more ef
fective measures to prevent

Jaysee Spring
Enrollment
Drop Slight

So far Uncle Sam hasn't been
too harsh in thinning out the
ranks of Stockton Junior College,
according to figures released by
L. L. Windmiller, registrar.
Spring
registration
figures
show that 1286 students are now
attending Stockton Junior Col
lege. Of these, 913 are regulars
and 373 are specials.
Last fall there were 1028 regu
lars and 462 specials, a total of
1490, showing a slight decrease
in the spring registration of only
13 per cent over all. Further
breakdowns show a decrease of
11 per cent regulars and 10 per
cent specials under last fall.

we wish to urge strongly that
all students make use of the
following plan for student ac
tion. If a student observes
cheating in an examination he
will have the opportunity of
acting in one or both of the fol
lowing ways. 1. He may tap
on his desk until the cheating
stops. 2. He may report the
person doing the cheating to
the Student Affairs Committee.
NAME KEPT SECRET
The accusation must tell all
of the circumstances and must
be signed by the one who ob
served the incident.
THE
NAME OF THE ACCUSER
WILL NOT BE REVEALED
TO ANYONE OUTSIDE THE
COMMITTEE. The letter must
be sealed in an envelope and
left in the PSA box in the in
formation office addressed to
the committee.
The committee will immedia
tely conduct an investigation
into the matter and then inter
view the accused student to get
his point of view. If the stud
ent should be found guilty the
committee will take the results
of its Investigation to the Ad
ministrative Committee and
recommend a penalty.

Summer Sessions Will
Aid Early Graduations

Announcement that College of
Pacific students may accelerate
their programs and finish one se
mester earlier than intended has
been made by Dr. Marc Jantzen,
director of the 1942 summer ses
sion.
Students who entered the col
lege as juniors in February, 1942,
may complete their graduation in
the spring of 1943 by taking the
spring semester of 1942, the sum
mer and post sessions of 1942 and
the spring of 1943.

Five Representatives
Attend Extempore Contest

FINISH IN FALL
Those who entered Pacific as
juniors in September 1941, may
graduate in the fall of 1942 by
having completed the fall semes
ter of 1941, the spring semester
of 1942, the summer and post ses
sion of 1942 and the fall semester
of 1942.
Junior College graduates of
June, 1942, may graduate from
the College of Pacific in the fall
of 1943 by enrolling in the sum
mer session of 1942, the fall se
mester of 1942, the spring semes
ter of 1943, the summer session
of 1943 and the fall semester ot
1943.
LARGE STAFF

Courses for the 1942 summer
session will be offered in fourteen
departments by eight visiting pro
fessors and twenty-seven resident
professors. The number of units
that may be taken in summer ses
At a group discussion on inter- sion is six and one-half, and a to
American
affairs,
Jacqueline tal of four units may be taken in
Judge, Pearl Steiner, Eleanor the post session.
Powell, Margaret Stimmann and
Milton Valentine were selected to
represent the school at the district
conference of the National Extem
pore-Discussion contest to be held
Friday, March 6 at the San Fran
cisco State College.
Iola Whitlock and Margaret
Stimmann, on the women's team,
PURPOSE
lost to U. S. C. in the finals of
The contest is being held to sti the debate held at Pepperdine
mulate students to study inter- College in Los Angeles.
Herb
American affairs, to inform the Witt and Ken Hastin of the up
public of its role in inter-Ameri per division men's team and
can relations and to formulate so Milton Valentine and Eugene
Egbert of the lower division
lutions for problems of this hemis
men's team both won half of their
phere. It has the endorsement of debate.
President Roosevelt and is spon
Ardys Sibole and Emma Mae
sored by the Office of the Coordi Prising were third in lower di
nator of Inter-American Affairs, vision tournament. They split
even in the preliminary, but they
through the National Public Dis
did not manage to reach the
cussions Committee Inc. Dr. Alan finals.
Nichols, for 20 years director of
inter-collegiate forensics at the
University of Southern California,
is director of the committee.

Roosevelt Indorses
Theme of Meet

GRAS BAND
NAMED
NEXT WEEK
Next week's issue of the WEEK
LY will carry the important an
nouncement of patrons, patron
esses, guests and the name band
to play for Pacific's Mardi Gras
March 20. These features have
been kept secret until definite
announcements could be made.
For the first time in the history
of this annual carnival the public
will be admitted upstairs to look
on for the nominal fee of twentyfive cents a person. Public de
mand to see this colorful festival
ceremony and costume dance is
the reason for the pulling away
from tradition and admitting spec
tators.
Decorations will be mainly cen
tered on the coronation ceremony.
Refreshments, soft drinks, will be
handled by an outside concession.
The business men of Stockton are
taking a more active part in this
year's Mardi Gras—bids, refresh
ments, et al are being handled
with the townspeople.

Week

DEBATERS
LOSE
IN FINALS

President TULLY C. KNOLES
is the third speaker in a regular
Sunday forum.

KNOLES IS
THIRD
IN SERIES

Dr. Tully C. Knoles, who is
the third speaker in the series of
Sunday night forums to be held
during Lent at first Congrega
tional Church, will have as his
topic, "What can the organized
religion do to achieve a just and
durable peace?"
Next faculty member to speak
at the conferences will be Dr.
George H. Colliver. The forums
commence at 7:30 p. m. and
there will be time for discussion
afterwards.

Women Talk
More

Women are more talkative than
men and argue more, according
to a survey by Eastern New Mex
ico college students.
The survey showed 68 per cent
of the men and 66 per cent of the
women interviewed believed worn
en were more talkative.

PRIZES
The two outstanding students
from each district represented
will be sent to one of six regional
meetings. The winner from each
regional meet will become a dele
gate to the National Intercolle
giate Conference on Inter-Ameri
can Affairs in Washington. Under
present plans all six of these win
ners will be rewarded with a tour
of other American republics this
summer.
Expressing great satisfaction
with the interest shown in the
contest, Dr. Nichols said in New
York that about 400 colleges and
universities will participate. "The
response has been the greatest i
the history of such undertakings
among college students," he de
clares.

Hollywood Studio
Offers Script
Writers' Course

Dr. Clair Olsen has recently re
ceived a letter from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios requesting the
recommendation of one or two
outstanding English students who
would be interested in script writ
ing.
These recommendations will be
submitted from colleges and uni
versities throughout the country.
Ten eligible students will be pick
ed and given a six months course
in script writing with the possi
bility of a six-year option if elig
ible at end. While the students
are training they will be paid $50
per week.
Two pieces of creative writing
must be submitted by those In
terested to Dr. Olsen before May
first.
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Dark Cloud
»

After the wreck, comes the reckoning.

CA& MOVE-D <0 b

CAR50V4 CITY /

But last year thirty thousand drivers didn't live to
hear the reckoning of society; they were part of the
grim reaper's toll in automobile accidents. The total
figures show that in all forty, thousand people were
killed in wrecks; thirty-seven times that number were
injured.
This casualty list covers a period when American
participation in war was increasing; it even includes
months when gas-sales curfews were established on the
Eastern seaboard, when the sale of new tires was pro
hibited. And the most notorious slaughter in the his
tory of transportation was the answer of the American
people.
Pleas of self-curtailment by a government "serving
as the arsenal of democracy" seemed only to accelerate
the autoists' self-destruction. More than a million acci
dents demolished beyond repair probably 1,000 autos a
week. And this in the midst of full-scale war prepara
tion! What about the blame for this destruction of
life, of costly machines, of morale?
Traffic authorities, recognizing the reckless abandon
of the American driver, have discarded futile safety
campaigns, have decided on an all-out "war."
The first step is to reduce the speed limits; the
second, to enforce the new rules even more vigorously
than their predecessors.
Proponents of this plan, however, may never see it
in action. The war effort is making thousands of cars
idle six days a week, will undoubtedly force many more
off the roads before 1941's record death-rate is ap
proached.
There's always a silver lining.

Conservatory
Hears
Grainger
Artist Returns, Plays
to Enthusiasts

With artistic brilliance and fjr
esse, Percy Grainger returned ,t
the Conservatory last Wednesdfv
evening to thrill an appreciati,;
audience. Much more enthusiasm
was shown for this performance
than was expressed at his W;
appearance four years ago. nUs
appears to be the result of an ad
vancement in technique as well as
the interest shown in the selection for jntrrnretation.
DIRECTOR
Horace I. Brown directed the
Conservatory orchestra which was
augmented by eleven members ot
the Stockton Field Band. Follow,
ing the national anthem, the "Littie Fugue in G Minor" by Bach
was given excellent interpretation
in all of its contrapuntal glory,
Svendsen's "Zorahayda" offered
a combination of moods typical of
Scandinavian music as portrayed
by Grieg or the towering Sibelius,
Woodwind solo passages were
delicate in color before a back,
ground of muted strings.
The impetuous mood of Coler
idge-Taylor's "Tarantella" offered
6>EO • ftYOV OTP —
programmatic contrast to the fi
Something new has been added.
nal cadence and was very de
There has been inaugurated this week an additional
manding of the Messrs. Bodley
column—dealing with the antics of students at S. J. C.,
and Corbin in percussive effects.
Jr. These C. P. T. flyers have sojourned to Nevada's
Grainger's "Colonial Song" was
state capital, Carson City, for the duration—of the
typical of his interest in folk mu
semester. There they are undergoing the test that will
sic and showed his ability as a
prove their worth to the nation.
composer and arranger. This work
And prove it they must, for all have signed to join
served as a bridge to span the in
Five senior students of the*termission and introduce the aneither the Army or Navy air corps upon the completion Conservatory will appear in a
ist "serving up the main dish for
of the C. A. A. course. this feast of music."
The column will appear regularly on page six, will concert next Tuesday evening,
CONCERTO
be written by this week's author, sophomore Don Jack March 10, at 8:15 o'clock. Grayce
By BARBARA ORR
The Tschakiovsky "B Flat Mi
son. It should establish a contact between the campus Kaneda of Stockton will open
Any
day now Fresno State may nor Concerto" was not new to the
and the many prominent students taking the course— and close the program with
a contact probably non-existent after the present piano selections. Bernis Tuttle have a Gestapo of its own. The audience. And after the time spent
posing for pictures, plus the mem
semester.
and Mrs. Jean Stanford of Chow- duties of this gestepo would be ory of Grainger and his visit four
chilla and Davis respectively to report anyone who violates a years ago, the audience "was no
school tradition or who does not
are the other two pianists who
know the Alma Mater or other stranger to Grainger."
will perform. Betty Jane HerWith the opening passages in
school songs and cheers.
rick, a San Leandro representa
octaves. Grainger revealed a solid
tive, will lend variety in 'cello
Some gals use a pill to get rid and brilliant style that prevailed
"Ever since 1931, when Japan invaded Manchuria virtuosity. The single vocalist, of a headache, but others use a in proper balance with the softer
in defiance of her solemn obligations, we have witnessed and incidentally the single male headache to get rid of a pill.
moods that were clean, sharp and
crisp. The opening movement is
a steady deterioration in all international relationships. performer, is Horace Evans,
National honor, which alone can provide the basis of tenor, of Santa Ana.
At San Diego State they have vigorous and Tschaikovsky uses a
international relationship if the law of the jungle is The program will be presented constructed a sand bag barricade Russian folk-song for thematic
around the telephone exchange to material which also has been used
not to prevail, seems to have lost its moral force. as follows:
I.
protect it from possible bomb or for arrangement by dance orches
Nothing has stood in the way of those nations which, Chromatic Fantasy
Bach shell shrapnel.
tras. Often the piano is just an
having built great military establishments, have chosen
Miss Kaneda
other instrument in the orchestra.
to disregard the moral law. They have swept on from
At times it re-echoed the thema
From one car to another car:
n.
victory to victory. Nothing will arrest them except Je Suis Seul (from
Will you love me when your car tic material stated by the orches
"Matfon")
superior force.
tra. Solo work aside from the cad
Massenet
buretor's rusty?
"We are confronted with more than the spectacle of Am Meer
Schubert Your windows gone and fenders enza offers the traditional chance
for pyrotechnical figures in chro
a world war. We are confronted with a revolution in Che Gelida Manina (from
dented in?
human affairs comparable with the extinguishment of
"La Boheme")
Puccini Will you remember, when your matic, chordal, or "arpeggiostic
style. In all three ways Grainger
upholstery is dusty?
the Roman Empire which launched mankind into the
Mr. Evans
0
You're a better car than I am, assumed his interpretation in g ™
Dark Ages. If the aggressor nations win this war, new
IH.
proportion.
Hunka Tin.
Dark Ages will envelop us and a new scientific slave Scherzo in B Flat Minor ....
SECOND MOVEMENT
order will take the place of our present order of free
Chopin
The second movement opened
Down at Santa Barbara State
men." Robert C. Clothier, president of Rutgers univer
Miss Tuttle
the students are trying to decide w i t h a s u a v e m e l o d y b y t h e flu e
sity, cites the principal reason why peace-loving peoples
IV.
the all important question "Foot with repetition givn by th piai*.
have been thrown into war.
Apres un Reve
Faure ball?" or "No football?"
Two other themes were emploJ^
Vito (from "Spanish Dances")
—one used by the composer afte[
Popper
A woman's mind is cleaner than hearing his two brothers hum
Miss Herrick
a man's—she changes it more of ming the melody of a French ch
ten.
sonette. This movement g"1
V.
Grainger the opportunity of de
Prelude and Fugue in B Flat
New York University, the larg cate treatmnt of consecutive
Bach
BOB CONAWAY
The Sea
Palmgren est university in the nation, has sonant figures and a second ca
IRVINE SPRAGUE
dropped intercollegiate football enza.
Editor
Manager
*
.
Mrs.
Stanford
1
Phone 9-9121
Phone 8-8710
because they lost more money in
For an artist who has conce
VI.
the past two seasons than they ized almost nightly since Sepje ^
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific In the Silence of the Night
ber, the audience was amazed
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
Rachmaninoff took in.
the vigor and precision still
1924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of At Parting
Rogers
"How are the fish in these played in the closing movem ^
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage A Blackbird Singing
Head
which is suggestive of a Ru®s' for in Section 103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924
parts?" asked the tourist.
Mr. Evans
The red faced angler looked up Cossack dance. Two subsi*di •
VII.
with a sigh. "Well," he said, "I themes follow before the re
1941
Member
1942
Intermezzo, Opus 118, No. 2
really can't say. For a week I've to the brilliant Coda.
Brahms dropped them a line each day, but
FBsocialed GoUe&iate Press
APPLAUSE
. nira.
Fantasie-Impromptu
Chopin so far I've had no reply."
All of the beauty and insp r.
Miss Kaneda
tion of this masterpiece was '
ried in its entirety to the a ^
ence and great was the w a v ,
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEWS: Editor—Jeanne Dagg.
recognition that followed.
March 17—MARCEL GRANDMusic Critic—Bill Ramsey.
H MAKE EVERY
ed applause brought Gra>
JANY — The world's greatest
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Morrison.
back to offer Debussy's c p
SPORTS: Editor—Jack Toomay.
harpest. General admission, 55c.
PAY DAY
de Lune," his own "Country ^
CARTOONS: George Akimoto.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
dens" and the "Juba Dance
PHOTOGRAPHY: Don Jonte.
Nathaniel Dett.
SUBSCRIPTIONS $1.50 A YEAR
The federal government's Civi
And so another artist has ^
JOIN THE PAY-ROLL
- His
— stature
—-— as an ar""
featured.
Printed weekly by the Stockton Shopping News, 321 North Cali lian Pilot Training program for
• SAVINGS PLAN *
the
current
fiscal
year
is
costing
fornia Street; phone 5-5655. Campus offices in room 311 of the
(Continued on page 3 Cob"1"1'
j $25,000,000.
Administration Building; phone, 9-9121.

Something New

RECITAL FEATURES HAVE
SENIORS NEXT TUESDAY
Collegiana

Jungle Law

STAFF

BOND DAY

Page 3
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program Plans Made for
Greatly Reduced Band
Membership | s
Qu f in Half
By

BILL RAMSEY

W h i l e peacefully reposing,
:th body draped over two or
,hree seats of the auditorium one
afternoon, we heard a bell shatL-ing the silence (?), such as
. . ° por even with some four' n pianos being used vociferuslv in rendition of the works
ranging from Bach to Hal Rog° or ably augmented with
heaving of the chest and lusty
bassos or sopranos in joyful re
frain, a lull is experienced early
in the afternoons.
But this afternoon, the com
parative quiet conveyed the
sound of a door opening on the
stage. A pair of feet beat a
regular tatoo in the distance,—
stopped,—and then started again.
The pair of feet emerged from
the wings and attached to them
other than Julius
Was none
Laing, laying the music delicate
ly upon the music stands repos
ing on the stage. Soon other
feet pitter-pattered in perturbed
patterns backstage. Soon the
sweet, suave flute was heard in
rapid arpeggi. A trombone blared
and a loose piece of plaster
dropped to the floor. A clarinet
"staccatoed" in weird scales. One
by one the instruments were
heard—gradually growing loud
er as though each was destined
to be the solo instrument. But
this was not to last, for from
the inner sanctum of the depart
ment of bands, hardware and
plumbing, "Pop" Gordon strode
with great gusto and with one
rap on the stand, plus a hasty
look at empty chairs, plus a
quick glance at the number to
be executed, the down-beat was
duly administered to a some
what diminished but undaunted
band. And I do mean dimin
ished for the memory of seventy
musicians gracing an equal num
ber of chairs and putting air
through an equal number of
horns is not in the too-distant
past.
But alas, and alack. There is
really a lack. The bands of
Uncle Sam have been augmented
by the products of Pacific. And
in the interest of flying, the
c- A. A. has taken some away.
WUh a need of sheckels for
sheepskins, another portion has
been withdrawn. And then there
®re those who are still with us,
bat no free football games are
Wfered with band in the spring.
guess they don't like the muS'c of the masters. Or maybe as
e sun approaches the vernal
oquinox, the music no longer
urns, but the heart does.
S° tlle go^s must smile
u ., upon seventy musicians
in n°ble endeavor under
th'
"pe
*rom Dreft" hands of
of°fP Gordon. Now a group
Pmu e^y"n^ne are ready for the
and
•^Iarcla from "Peter
lTs Tk •^n'mal that Haunted
(u, ,, '"ough the Depression."
nine ww °U') Yes' only twcnty"
ShouM

t

no

cymbal

Player?

ent?
offer my meager tal-bi.t rybe they won't like it
DOOD IT!
Italiant S°
^ today that this
sician<. ®rouP °f only thirty mu
tual a
time to join in muents f C°r<* an<t offer their tallistene?r the eni0yment of the
Will h»S
noble efforts
other f exP°unded through the
'n Mav^0111 tlle Gampus Studio
Win ha' and the student body
ye the pleasure of sitting
their spell in that
•arrie

Campus Teams
Give Nutrition
Demonstrations

A PHANTOM BAND

A nutrition for defense meet
ing was held two weeks ago as
part of the University of Cali
fornia
Agriculture Extension
Service. Demonstrations on
"Eat the Right Foods" will be
given free of charge to any cam
pus group desiring.
Campus teams participating
are Jean Shumake and Myra
Bechmaw; Georgia Peterson and
Roberta James; Evelyn Seidel
and Iona McElroy; Eleanor
Kurth and Zell Holmes; Jane
Steege and Adelia Roth; and Kikuko Morita and partner.

Tour May Be
Cancelled
Next Year
Death Valley Trip to
Be Curtailed by War
If students wish a place on the
bus for the Death Valley trip,
they must enroll and pay their
fees immediately, according to
Prof. Jonte, director. March 14 is
the dead line for students to sign
up for the trip.
FINAL TRIP

This year will probably be the
last time students will have a
change to make the trip. Many
schools have been forced to can
cel Easter vacation this spring be
cause of the national emergency
and it is extremely likely that
spring vacation will be abolished
here next year.
New feature this year will be
the entering of Death Valley by
the south end. It has never been
entered by this route before.
Probably both Gryhound and Bur
Director "POP" GORDON might be leading a phan
lington bus lines will be used to
tom band above, for the ranks of his marching unit
transport students.
DRECTORS DEBATE

More children were born in
July and August than in any
other months during the year,
according to the Census Bureau.
Infant deaths were highest in De
cember and January, however,
and maternal deaths touched their
peak in March.

If yo'd want a job-

Secretarial
Civil Service
Higher Accountancy
Free employment service

Humphrey's
*

have been greatly depleted by the call of military

After deliberating for several
months upon the advisability of duties. It is rumored that girls have replaced those men
holding such a trip during war
time, the directors of the excur participating in the recent exodus to Stockton Field.
sion, Professbr Jonte and Dr. A.
T. Bawden, decided there is a need
for vacations during such a time
more than ever.

WSSF Dance
Terminates
C. O. P. Drive

The C. O. P. drive of the World
Student Service Fund will reach
its climax at the dance held to
night in the downstairs gym from
8 to 12.
The World Student Service
Fund is for student relief in Eu
rope and Asia as well as student
refugees in America. It provides
food, clothing, shelter, education
and hope. Students in colleges all
over this country are working to
raise the fund and C. O. P. is a
part of this chain.
Roland Elliott, secretary of the
Y. M. C. A. and treasurer of the
World Student Christian Federa
tion, began the local drive by
speaking at the assembly. The
dance tonight ends the drive.
Tickets were sold last evening
in living groups by student speak
ers. Those who participated in
this campaign were: Eleanor Pow
ell, Ken Hastin, Jackie Judge,
Milt Valentine, Bill Kennedy and
Joe Kegler. Tickets can also be
bought today from students or
can be obtained at the door to
night. Admission is ten cents.
Allen Breed, chairman of the
drive, announced that Bill Ken
nedy is the chairman of the dance.
Music is headed by Bob Martin
and publicity by Eloise Smith.

Gramger Gives
Concert
(Continued on page S)

has gained height since this ap
pearance. Horace I. Brown and his
orchestra are to be commended
on their own portion of the pro
gram as well as their supporting
role in the Tschaikovsky concerto.
INCIDENTS

Two interesting observations
for the audience were the shift
of Vivien Bradley and Mildred
0ur haT* monthare °ff to this valiant Marsh in alternative duties as
*gr°uD
their est )th never a droop" and concertmistress and the appear
eerne<! tutor and conduc- ance of eleven uniformed men in
tor
*tobert "Pop" Gordon.
the orchestra.
With such an evening of music
in the past, we now anticipate the
«cifie ADVERTISED goods
>p
iiupPort sUkwV'' Rdvertisers help coming of Marcel Brandjany, har
Ur ®4ver Users. activities—support
pist, to the Conservatory.

Smith & .Lang

(Sinice 1896)

School of Business

California at Weber
Stockton

"Sports Clothes
Center"

SUN-INSPIRED

"Freshy"
Playclothes
for playtime and
daytime

These

two-piece

practical

as well

play-suits

are

as attractive.

Without the skirt you have au
adorable shorts suit. On with the
skirt and you have a smart sports
dress.
These playsuits come in rayons
and

cottons (broadcloth, chintz,

and poplin). In stripes and prints.
Size 11 and up.

95

3* 8
S M I T H S L A No .
TZkasxx- 5-5851
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Twill Be The
Wearin' of
The Green

SOCIETY
BETTY MORRISON, Editor

Although Friday the 13th is
the date of the Women's Hall ra
dio dance, ill omens will take the
background as the girls and their
escorts dance amidst a St. Pat
rick's day theme.
Committees were appointed at
a recent house meeting and those
who will negotiate plans are:
Refreshments chairman is Do
rothy Fox with Marion Combs,
Carol Duttle, Jan Wyman and
Alice Brownlee assisting her. Dec
orations will be supplied by Carol
Cole, Joyce Scheur, Dorothy
Schmidt and Emma Prising; Ja
net Chidester will head this
group. Bids chairman is Barbara
Merritt with Vicki Corbett, Eve
lyn Gove, Mary Lou Routzen,
Eleanore Williams and Lucille
Rowe. The cleanup committee
will be headed by Mary Jane
Armstrong and will be membered
by the house council and Lois
Hoffschnieder, Marolyn Lydecker
and Pat Royce.
fhe guest list so far includes
Jean Downey, Harry Curry; Priscilla Keefer, Bob Dewey; Virginia
Newman, Jimmy Lyons; Alice
Brownlee, Jack Younce; Cora
Russell, Sibley Bush; Lois Hoff
schnieder, Jay Goodman; Pattie
Scheuler, David Roche; Mary
Lou Cameron, Clare Slaughter;
Carole Monroe, Dick Sohnieder;
Kay Woodall, Tom Bolton f Grace
Moody, Don Hebard; Marjorie
Winkler, Bill Morris; Phyllis Bobba, Dan Schroble; Susann Conklin, Gordon Stringer; Mildred
Jackson, Merle Brusso; Maxine
Barks, Bob Ward; Frances Wil
liams, Leighton Cook.

Co-eds Sigh as Rush Events
Come to End Tonight

Tonight ends the rush events^
of the spring season for the three following committee heads:
sororities.
June Steege, decorations, Dolora
This week has been composed Gallagher, entertainment. The
of one tea and one formal din program to be presented consists
ner for each house.
of a harp solo by Rosemary
Following the last dinner, a Strader, a violin solo by Claire
strict silence period will ensue Wilkens, vocal solos by Myra
until final pledging, which will Linn and Barbara Boyes, and a
reading by Doris Johnson. Dur
occur Tuesday evening.
ing the course of dinner, inci
TAU KAPPA
Rushes were entertained at dental music will be provided by
tea last Tuesday by Tau Kappa Grace Dickman and Julia Borba.
Kappa. The house was decor ALPHA THETE
Alpha Theta Tau served tea
ated with camellias and white
tapes in an early spring motif. to its rushees from three to five,
Baskets of blossoms and camel Tuesday afternoon, March 3.
The sorority girls were all
lias were placed throughout the
house. Doris Wudell was gen dressed in dark silk dresses to
eral chairman for the event. She complement the black and white
was assisted by Ethel Stark, floral decorations. The rushees
head of the food committee, were served chocolate eclairs on
Jackie Judge who was in charge which were written the indi
of decorations, and Grace Dick- vidual names of the girls.
The decorations were in charge
man who took care of cleanup.
Guests were greeted at the of Betty Carter. She arranged
white stock and carnations in
door by Jackie Judge. Mrs. Art
gold picture frames with black
Farey, an alumna of the sorority, backgrounds.
poured. Incidental music was
Betty Behney was in charge of
provided by Margo Mclntyre and the tea and her committee mem
Clair Sandrock.
During the bers were Alice Boyer, Barbara
course of the afternoon, Barbara
Sullivan, Barbara Morrison,
Boyes and Myra Linn sang, Mary Lu Nunan, Joan de Mar
while Clair Wilkens played the
tini and Barbara Thompson.
violins.
The last, rush event of the
This evening Tau Kappa will season, a formal dinner, was
be hostess for her final rushing held at Alpha Theta Tau from
dinner. Decorations will be the six-fifteen until eight-thirty,
traditional white theme using Wednesday evening, March 4.
gardenias and white candles ex
Betty Cattori was in charge of
Dean W. R. Woolrich of the tensively. All house members the dinner, and she was assisted
University of Texas college of en will come to dinner in white by Mary Guinn, Marge Lee, Vir
gineering estimates Texas defense formals to continue the motif. ginia Spencer, Joan de Martini,
Myra Linn and Alfaretta Bry- Betty Carter, and Aimee Arbios.
industries will need 55,000 addi
tional workers in the next few sson are co-chairmen for the din EPSILON
months.
ner. They are assisted by the
With the greeting of aloha and
the swish of a hula skirt
rushees were welcomed by Epsilon Tuesday afternoon at tea.
The flower arrangements lent a
tropical atmosphere of beauty
and hospitality.
Among the
many unique arrangements were
a jonquil lei on a Hawaiian
ukelele and an eggplant draped
with gardenias.
The general chairman of the
tea was Jackie Easby, who was
assisted by the various chair
men: Ruth Udden, Mervil Hammil, Marcella Dobrasin, and Elva
Jane Gilbert, who in turn were
aided by their committees made
up of Denise Zapherson, Eloise
Smithy Marilyn Kendrick, Mari
on Little, Nancy Hogue, Lois
Bugbee, Peggy Hurt, Betty Kinnear, Elaine Peterson, Barbara
Laddon, Marion Smith, Patty
Boynton, Margery Maggs, Bette
Hunifeld, Betty Ann Hickman,
Virginia Kuttler, Betty Morrison,
Kathy Malcomson, and Doris
Clifford.
Epsilon's formal dinner Thurs
day night marked the last rush
event for. the spring season. Dec
orations, under the chairman
guidance of Bev Gardner, were
carried out, with the help of her
committee, by flowers worked in
to the shape of anchors and
ships, among other nautical
notes.
After dinner the rushees were
entertained by a program under
the able direction of Sonja Hayward. Anne Sherwood, acting as
mistress of ceremonies, intro
duced the various acts. Jane
O'Connor, president of the house,
gave a reading followed by an
original dance interpretation by
TAILORED,
CASUAL
OR
DRESSY
Beverly Gardner. Peggy Hurt
STYLES IN A GRAND ASSORTMENT
was featured next in a song
OF PLAINS AND PLAIDS. FRONT-ANDwhile a chorus made up of BetBACK PLEATED SKIRTS. LONG TOR
Otto, Lois Bugbee, Sylvia
SO JACKET.

Suited for Spring

8

Betty and
Joe Cut
a Rug
Opening the spring fraternity
season, Omega Phi Alpha pre
sents, tomorrow night, some
thing new and different in the
way of college campus dances.
No one knows just what is to
be expected but if you see an
odd collection of jalopies labeled
"body by Petty" or "capacity 10
gals" don't worry, it's not men
from Mars or the class of '08—
Betty Co-ed and Joe College
have come to Pacific.
Yes, pretty Betty Co-ed in
sweater and skirt, escorted by
Joe College with two turns in
his slacks in order to display
orange and black socks—Joe and
Betty will come to life Saturday
night in the persons of the men
of Omega and their escorts.
Dancing will be from nine to
one in a room loaded with col
lege atmosphere—banners, "Beat
San Jose," "the Spartans be
Panned," megaphones and spe
cial lighting effects. Novelty
bids are planned to fit the oc
casion. It all sounds very nor
mal but don't be surprised at
anything.
House mother Cora M. Lynch,
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold, Mr. and
Mrs. T. E. Connolly and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Fenix will be the
"ma and pa" guests for the eve
ning.
Committees include:
Chaperons: Irving Fritz and
George Kapel; decorations: Gar
ner Long, Milt Valentine, Harry
Hammer, Blair Smjth, Ray Kosich, Walt Goldman, Bill Sheperd, Hal Walline and Len Gundert. The novelty bids are being
developed by Joe Kegler, Bud
Stefan, Bob Werum, George
Moeller, and Don Wilson. Tom
Bolton, Fremont Kingery and
Allen Breed are handling the re
freshments, while Clint Sher
wood, Eugene Egbert, Les Dow,
Dick Barkle and Jerry Winter
make up the program commit
tee. Clean-pp workers are Ben
Hamm, John Bush, Leo Pochini, Boyd Thompson, Jim Kaffin,
Art Jensen and Lou Coward.
Lloyd Danielson is in charge of
music and Milt Valentine of pub
licity?
Palomar, the famous 200-inch
telescope of the California Insti
tute of Technology atop Mt. Palo
mar in San Diego county, is bar
red to the public for the duration
of the war.
Fraternity men buy 1,000,000
suits yearly; sorority women buy
500,000 dresses every year.
Swartz, Katherine Malcomson,
Roberta Madden, and Hunifeld
sang in the background. The
entertainment was brought to its
conclusiono by a quiz program
in which Barbara Baxley, Elva
Jane Gilbert, Marjorie Thatcher,
Eloise Smith and Rose Ann
Chatton participated.
The dinner was under the
leadership of Phyllis Dodge;
while chairman heads were Mari
lyn Kendrick, Peggy Hurt, Betty
Orvis, and Merceita Voorhees;
and the assistants working on
the committees were Ruth Ud
den, Jane Gordon, Jean Beaton,
Shirley Wis.ecarver, Doris
Boothe, Marion Little, Barbara
Laddon, Silvia Schwartz, Iola
Whitlock, Kathie Malcomson,
Jolyn Bergeron, Betty Morrison,
Elaine Peterson, Marcella Do
brasin, Elva Jane Gilbert, Lois
Bugbee, Doris Clifford, Elinore
Bruno, Virginia Kuttler, Betty
Ann Hickman, and Doris Han
son.
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

PENNEY'S
S T O C K T O N

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

WHEREVER
Eye
May

Roam
Have you noticed—
Eleanor Galvin and Jerry li
ters?—and I saw her with Hu^
Matthews the other night do "
at Thor's, is she keeping thf"
1)1
both on the line?????
Marian Little and Louie Cow
ard going places ? ? ? ?
Gladys Cowan is still thb t.-,
with Bill Fowler and Les fw
being co-courters—
Carol Cole has been seen with
Frank Bessac lately too . . , j
wonder what Bob thinks Y
it ? ? ? ?
Jim Kaffin sporting a new
cream colored Ford convertible
... it must be nice to go home
for the week-end and return with
something like that. . . . m
think I'LL try it next week-end
Barbara Thompson and Irv.
ing Fritz flitting around in
Irky's car to picnics and other
places ? ? ? ?
Hilma Hill has been seen
quite frequently with Lt. Gene
Fritz. . . . How she loves her
Lieutenants!!!
Mary Lou Cameron has forsaken Bud Brown, now of Car
son City, for Claire Slaughter
. . . they are seen together quite
frequently.
Jane Hoxie and that cute fel
low? They make a cute couple
don't you think?
Inga Friedman seems to be
having all the attention of Len
Gundert these days . . . nice go
ing Inga.
Eugene Egbert seems to be
seeing quite a bit of Aimee Ar
bios these days and the same
goes for Allan Breed, although
he goes to see Helen Arbios.
lone Anguin and "Moose
I jams? I see by the lists he's
taking her to the Omega Phi
dance Sat. night. What hap
pened to Ellen Kuhn?
Who was the little girl that
bid Keith Slaughter a fond fare
well last Monday night when he
left for an induction to Uncle
Sam's Army? We wonder il
Meurl Walter still writes regu
larly to Gavin Mandery, now of
the U. S. Merchant Marines at
Port Hueneme, California.
Romeo George Moeller has
been seen going in Epsilon a lot,
could it be to see Elva Jane Gil
bert?
.
That's all you little lads and
lassies, look out that sprir-f
fever and the measles don't catc
up with you in the next two
weeks, and that the MAK
GRAS is almost here.

Betrothal News
Told Co-op by
Minnie Evans
The treasure hunt which
girls of the Pacific Cooperf'
House, Fulton Hall, enjoyed
Monday evening proved to
fruitful search. After folio*™
numerous notes with direc
scattered throughout the no .
the girls
me
gins opened
upeiieu the
uic piano ^ a
to find a box of candy
note: "You've found the
(ty
belonged to Minnie, and P w
soon she'll belong to Jlmr^Y-aIlS
Minnie b
It was thus
tnus that
tnat ivm""*~b!.
announced nci
her impending
js
aiiiiuuuteu
-- js
riage to Jimmy Lewis. Mf® j
the
tne daughter
aaugnter of
oi Mr.
mi. and . «c' ,»
O. Evans of Del Rey
jsjj
sophomore music major.
. ' * I* 4 air
«jjf
now stationed at the^ n.aV®
station in Corpus Christi,
H e formerly attended Coll ts.^
Pacific, where he, too, was
in music circles.
|le(j to
The
t ne marriage is schedu
— lose_ take
place following - . -.{Jill"'
lerne piaic
school this June. Next fal
0f
plans to attend the Umve. ^piTexas where she hopes
plete her college career.
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'NEW SONG' NO COMEDY NOW?
REHEARSAL
IS TONIGHT
Rinehart, Holden Have
Leads in Musicomedy

Tonight the entire cast of the
new Hal Rogers' production "Sing
a New Song" will assemble for
the first complete rehearsal; the
first dress rehearsal will be stag
ed tomorrow night.
LEADS
Heading the cast of this mu
sicomedy are Sally Rinehart as
Stephanie de la Vega and Fred
The Student Affairs Committee includes JANE Holden as Bill Christopher. Nei
ther has any musical scores in
rBAY, MARGERY MAGGS, TOM FERRARI, CLAUDE
this story of boy meets girl, boy
HOGAN, chairman; WELDON WEST, CLARE SAND and girl part.
pOCK and MARGARET STIMMANN. Recently ap
In the supporting cast are Ben
pointed members are Ed Hanney and Dick Pedersen.
Hamm as Jerry Marks, Marj Lee
as Gabby, Henry Fuji as Lady
Precious Stream, Lelis Ruggeri
as Cynthia Clark, Marcellyn Battilana as Aidis Worthington, Clint
Sherwood as Max, Bud Stefan,
Dorothy Braghetta, Frances Ma
yo, Kathleen Secara, Jack Holmes,
Betty Hackett and Ralph Wright.
There is also a dancing chorus of
S m a c k Your Lips;
Nine Students Comprise
six men, six women and a pit
Necessary Group
chorus of about twenty singers.
It's Food
MUSICAL SCORES
in the Offing
Ben Hamm and Marj Lee do
On every campus,, large or
a number called "At the Marina."
Cakes,
pies,
Swedish
tea
rings
small, there is a group of people,
Marj herself is featured in the
usually students, who stand re and other pastry products will be songs "There'll Come a Day" and
sponsible for the conduct of their sold by the Home Economics and
I'm Sick of Love." Bud Stefan's
fellow students. On Pacific cam Nutrition classes at the college on numbers are "Clean Up Your
pus this group is known as the
March 12 at 4:15. The sale is for Men" and "It's the Magic in
Student Affairs Committee.
You." Marcellyn Battilana makes
the benefit of children in the Elm her musical bow in the song "I
COMMITTEE
The constitution of the College wood Grammar School. The pro Am Love."
states that "There shall be a ceeds of the sale will go toward
Ralph Wright will do a tap nov
group known as the Student Af buying eating utensils for school elty and Jack Holmes and Betty
Hackett, a dance routine.
fairs Committee, which shall deal lunches.
with all cases involving lapses of)
Every possible free moment is
The
P.
T.
A.
of
the
Elmwood
moral behavior in academic and)
used for rehearsals. DeMarcus
School
is
negotiating
for
a
street
social activities and shall improve
Brown promises some unique cos
car from the street car company tumes, stage settings and light
general welfare on the campus.
"The composition, selection, spe-. in which to cook. Utensils needed ing. "Sing a New Song" is sched
cific duties, powers, methods of are 250 dishes, spoons, knives and uled for four performances—
action, time and place of meeting forks and 500 cups.
March 13, 14, 19 and 21.
of this committee shall be deter
All kinds of pastry will be pre
mined by the incoming Associar pared. You might even go to the
tion President in consultation cooking class room where the
with the Dean of Students sub. sale will be held and put in your
ject to the approval of the Exe order ahead of time.
cutive Committee."
BLACKOUT OF SPORTS?
Members
this year are Claude Hogan, chair Mr. Editor:
Traffic regulations on the cam- man, Jane Gray, Marjory Maggs,
Has the war claimed a casu
^us- Parking rules, speed laws Margaret Stimmann, Claire Sand•Rd the like all come under the rock, Weldon West, Tom Ferrari alty, or is it merely old age? In
Jurisdiction of this Committee. and new members Ed Hanney and other words, what has happened
to the Faculty-Senior basketball
Those serving on the Committee Dick Pedersen.
game?
In this year of all years, when
mirth is at a premium, we have
need for this panic of the pa
vilion. Yet something is wrong.
Have the pedagogues become
Grant
Dial
stiff in the joints, or are the
at Weber
senior men too busy studying
2-0229
trig"?
If for no other reason than to
provide our budding first-aiders
with live specimens to work on,
let's have the game. Let it never
be said that "the lights did not
go out in '42."
Nostalically yours,
BLEACHER BEN.

Affairs Committee Does
Campus Police Work

TIGER RAG

PLUMBING SERVICE
WITH A SMILE
MILLER-HAYS CO.
Serving College of Pacific

The Rexall Drug Store

ROSE PHARMACY
the best sellers—Only 25c each,
f*ocket book size. Complete
and unabridged.

Tiger Rag comments are
printed as the opinion of speci
fic students, and do not neces
sarily conform to the views of
the editors.
Students disagreeing with any
thing in this column, or in' the
entire paper, are invited to sub
mit contributions to Tiger Rag.
Names must be signed to arti
cles, but will be withheld on
request.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
'•DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

^^lete line of magazines and stationery
ON PACIFIC AVE.

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4018

A disgruntle*! fan voices his disapproval of the lack
of a senior-faculty basketball game such as the one
above in 1940. See his comments in Tiger Rag.

C. S. T. A. to Hold Annual
Banquet Here March 18
The College of Pacific branch^all who are working toward
of the California Student Teach teaching credentials. Incidental
ers' Association will be host to ly, four students were hired as a
a group of school administra
tors at their annual banquet direct result of last year's meet
meeting, March 18. The major ing. Mr. Earl Gridley, California
purpose of this gathering is to Teachers' Association, Bay Dis
acquaint prospective teachers trict Executive Secretary will
with the best methods of inter be on hand to discuss the C. T.
viewing school officials for jobs.
A. placement service which is
INTERVIEWERS
one of the services made avail
During the course of the eve able to all full members of the
ning each student who will re C. S. T. A.
ceive credential during or before
Any one interested in this
February next year will be eligi
ble for a personal interview with meeting is welcome to attend;
one of the guest officials. Those however, only full or associate
who will interview the high members may have private in
school candidates are: Mr. Fred terviews. The dinner will be
Ellis, principal of Stockton High, held March 18 at 6 p. m. in the
Mr. Le Roy Nichols, Lodi Union S. C. A. building. Sign up
High School; Mr. Wesley Stof- sheets are posted on the bulletin
fer, principal of Ripon High board of the Education office.
and Mr. Robert Reed, principal
of Linden High. Elementary
One of the few courses in mu
candidates will be interviewed seum apprenticeship offered in
by Mrs. A. P. Reese, Woods the United States is given at the
Elementary, Mr. T. W. Chap University of Wisconsin.
man, Lodi elementary system,
and others.
FRIEDBERGER'S
INTERVIEW TIPS
Featuring
After dinner there will be
TIGRESS COLOGNE
demonstration interviews show
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-M
ing what to do during an inter
339 Eaet Mala 8<w«t
view and what not to do. TTiis
JEWELERS
affair is of prime importance to

DYED-TO-MATCH
PASTELS
SLIPOVERS
CARDIGANS
SKIRTS
The most delicate of
Spring's new pastel
sweaters in kitten-soft
100% wool knit; smart
ly styled pullovers and
cardigans,
matching
skirts, trigly cut, gayly pleated or flared,
in Congo and Strutter
cloths.

SWEATERS
2.25 to 3.98
•
SKIRTS
3.95

lilOnDER,

340 EL Main, Stockton

I
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IN THE
SERVICE

TAKE ARMS

Two more Bengal grid dreams
receive notice this week. BOB
KIENTZ, top, little all-America
halfback several years ago, is in
aviation training; KEITH
SLAUGHTER, ace gridder and
flashy sprinter, was recently
drafted.

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 9-11017

300 First National Bank Building
Stockton, CaHf.

MEET THE GANG
—AT—

BOBB

flying notes
from junio,

Japanese Speech AIRPLANIST
Taught Group

Roger Cross was on the campus
Tuesday saying goodbye to fra
ternity brothers and former school
mates. He left Wednesday for the
Navy's flight training base in Dal
las, Texas.
Cross has just completed train
ing at the United States Naval
Reserve Aviation base at Oak
land as has another former Paci
fic student, Bob Kientz. Kientz
was a little all-America football
player, playing three years for
Coach Alonzo Stagg.
Both Cross and Kientz will be
commissioned as ensigns in the
Naval Reserve and assigned to ac
tive duty immediately upon gradu
ation at Dallas.
A Stockton J. C. student just
two months ago, now on active
duty in the Hawaiian Islands is
Bob Lowry. He completed his
training period at San Diego two
weeks ago and is at present a
first class "Devil Dog" or U. S.
Marine. His theme song is "From
the halls of C. O. P. to the shores
of Pearl Harbor."
A party was held Monday night
by Keith Slaughter's many friends
on the eve of his departure to
serve his country as a buck pri
vate in the United States army.
Leaving Tuesday morning, Keith
arrived at Fort Ord the same af
ternoon and expects to be station
ed there for some time. Slaughter
played in the backfield of last
season's Far Western Conference
Championship grid team and was
expected to be a bulwark of this
spring's track squad.
Herm Spindt, former Little The
ater member, just graduated from
Northwestern University as an en
sign in the navy. At present he
is in San Francisco.
This column, a regular fea
ture of the WEEKLY, uHll print
new stories of the host of exstudents now serving their
country. The editors will ap
preciate receipt of information of
this type.

Fifty C.P. T. Pupils
Study in Nevada

1N N

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORADO

LEARN LANGUAGE
Perhaps many have been won
dering about the course in Jap
anese that is being taught at
Carson City. Well it's true;
Tom Hoshiyama, one of the stu
dents at Stockton Junior College,
Junior, volunteered at the be
ginning of the present semester
to teach the men Japanese.
Conversational Japanese wi ji
a special emphasis on aeronau
tics is the main part of the
course. With this knowledge of
Japanese, the men will be able
to get around the Islands witho'ut any trouble—the Islands be
ing those of Japan.
CONVERSATION
Here are some of the words
that the Carson City boys must
learn: "Ohayo" is "Good morn
ing;" "Oyasumi" is "Good
night;" "Ikaga desuka?" is
"How are you?"; "hai" is "yes;"
"iie" is "no;" "gozia masu" is
"thank you."
It is interesting to note that
all but two of the men taking
the C. P. T. training at Carson
City claim some city in Cali
fornia as their home town. The
exceptions are James Ai and
Charlie Mokiao, who come from
Honolulu, Hawaii.
CALIFORNIANS
The men that are from Cali
fornia are: Glen Adams, Oak
land; Carroll Anderson, Linden;
Michael Ayob, Greenville; Bill
Bigelow, Stockton; John Bonds,
Del Paso Heights; Henry Chew,
Oakland; Jack Coale, Oroville;
Stan Cooley, Yreka; Charles
Felsenthal, Stockton; Joe Gambetta, Vallejo; Don Gentry, By
ron; Howard Griffiths, Merced;
Alto Hall, Corning; Chris Hoist,
Paso Robles.
Phil Johnson, Stockton;
Wayne Kees, Stockton; Don
Kolb, Lodi; Henry Lewicki, Ala
meda; Hugh Matthews, Stock
ton; Bob Olson, Oakland; James
Messick, Linden; Marvin Peletz,
Stockton; Frank Sibbett, San
Francisco;; Ed Spaulding, Rich
mond; Joe Thornton, Stockton;
Gerald Veregge, Stockton;
Charles Adams, Stockton; Ted
Baskette, Tracy; Willis Boyarsky, Stockton; Garnet Brotzmann,
Stockton; John Brown, Napa;
Peter Burd, Berkeley; Leslie
Cook, Stockton; Asa Clark,
Stockton; Ed Cutler, Stockton;
Ralph Dill, Chowchilla; Charles
Faxon, Stockton.
Marc Fosgate, Stockton; Quinter Gilbert, Modesto; Henry
Grove, Stockton; Bill Houston,.
Stockton; Don Jackson, Stock
ton; Cyril Lotz, Berkeley; Joe
Mitchell, San Francisco; Robert
Silva, Alameda; Elbert Busch,
Santa Rosa; Henry Evans, Bakersfield; Ed Gough, Berkeley;
Henry Hardin, Glendale; Rich
ard Leegrick, Los Angeles.
BUY ADVERTISED GOODS

Pacific Weekly advertisers help
support student activities—support
our advertisers.

By DON JACKSON
The flyers of C. 0. Pr.. ^
J. C. have finally begun to
wings. After waiting for 'J.:
weeks, the boys began fly^ r'
Friday. Even then only one
Ayob, got into the air. A'U
others were ready, but a Sr
storm came up in mid-mor'
and the planes were groil;
The fellows are making Udc
lost time now, though and r
much as possible.

CO-OPERATIVE
Twenty-three of the studem
got together and formed a Flye.
Co-op. They are living jn a .
room house at 701 Mountain
TTpnrv
"""
Henry Tpmmp
Temme and Rnh
Bob t>„*,
RUf(...
as cooks with the other feiC
helping
- with the housework
Charlie Mokiao was elected pr^
dent; Ralph Dill, secret^

For the editor's comment y,
the editorials on page 2.

LIEUTENANT

Former student MARTIN
PLOCHER is a recent grad of
Stockton Field.

Navy Desires
More Men
for V-4

The navy wants men to enlist
in Class V-4 of the Naval Re
serve, a class consisting of five
grades—seaman first class ($125
per month); yeoman third class,
($130 per month); yeoman second
class ($142 per month); yeoman,
first class, ($154 per month); and
chief yeoman ($170 per month).
These men will be enlisted for
Naval Intelligence duty only. The
period of enlistment is for four
years.
Dick Loomis, former Mardi
Gras chairman and graduate of
College of Pacific, is engaged in
class V-4 work. In a letter to Dean
Corson recently, he stated that at
the present time the navy office
needs several more seamen and
some yeomen.
Students interested in this work
should see Dean Corson at once
or contact Ensign McCaffrey in
San Francisco for an appointment.
BUY ADVERTISED GOODS

for friendship
bracelets

Enjoy Spring and meet your friends
at the Delta,

Cbas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS
425 K. Main St

Charles Felsenthal, treasure:
Charles Adams, upstairs custui
an; Tommy Hoshyiama, dom
stairs custodian; Bill Bigelow,a#
letic director; and Don Jackso:
reporter.
Bill Bigelow has already arrar,;
ed severed basketball games fa
the house and they have done we
in them.
The Co-op sponsored a dance;
the house of Mr. and Mrs, Bar
croft last Friday. Mr. and Mi
Borth were the chaperones. Tt
house decorations had a flyi
theme. Aeronautical safety ca
tons were on the walls. Mokia
and Jimmy Ai furnished the t
tertainment with Bill Houston r
citing a poem. Punch and cookii
were served. The house also h;
an open house Sunday with tl
townspeople of Carson City co
dially invited.

CHARLIE MOKIAO, great
blocking back and prospective
track performer, is one of the
five dozen C. P. T. students in
Carson City.

CLASSES IN CLASS
The students hold their class
in the Nevada Capitol buildii
from 8 in the morning until 3
the afternoon. Ground school
held from 7 to 9 at night I
teachers and instructors are hf
ing to be able to finish class
and flight training by the midi
of May.
•
,
A health insurance plan sum
to that of the Infirmary has be
established. The fee of six
lars includes emergency surge
and 50 per cent of the hospt
bills, house calls and drug «
for three months.
From the looks of things sffl
of the fellows will need
health insurance. The high '
tude flying hasn't agreed J
three primary students and •
others have the measles.
KEEP 'EM FLYING.

The federal government is sj*
ing $5,800,000 on college
"'6
. JIf
units for the year ending
30, 1942.

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits

Gaia-Delucdii

Pacific Weekly advertisers help
support student activities—support
our advertisers.

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone

b-6966

Stockton, CnHforni*

Office:
980 S. CtHlornto
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fl&BR CUBS
pump
Yuba

40-47

POITIBS Mskes Terrific
Comeback, Welsh Stars

Basketball Finis
WILDCATS CRUSH
PACIFIC F. W. C.
HOPES 45-49

TIGERS' COMEBACK
SECOND NIGHT,
WINS 27-39

Spring Grid
Starts at
Fresno
With a high class array of tal*
ented athletes on hand which may
produce many of the most sensa
tional pigskin gladiators e^er to
perform on a Fresno State grid
iron, Coach James (Rabbit) Bradshaw today announced Spring
football practice for the Bulldogs
will open April 27 and close May
28 with an intersquad game or a
clash with alumni gridders.
Out in front of the brilliant
backs and capable linemen sched
uled to make up next year's squad
is Jackie Fellows, one of the alk
time gridiron greats turned out
by Southern California junior col
leges.
Among the varsity veterans ex
pected to turn out for Spring
practice are Captain Sherrill Vanlandingham, Dick Garver of AJhambra, Mickey Masini and How
ard Henderson, backs; Jim Molich
of San Francisco, Jim Mulligan
and Norman Henderson, ends;
Ed Lawton, Jean Lamoure and
Jim Plaugher, tackles; Don Bolt,
guard and Bill Robertson of EL
Monte, center.

For the second tune in as many
Coach Ralph Francis and the
years the Chico State Wildcats
College of Pacific cage team gain
knocked the College of Pacific
ed sweet revenge over Coach Art
right out of the Far Western
Acker and the Chico State Wild
Conference basketball champion
cats last Saturday night when
ship.
the Tigers trounced the Staters,
CLOSE AGAIN
39 to 27.
Last year Chico's two point vic
SEE-SAW HALF
tory over Pacific won the title
For the first two minutes Chico
for the Wildcats. Last Friday
held a slim lead as a result of
THE
night
in
a
crucial
championship
Heroes of the victory were two
Glenn Cunningham's field goal
tried men who had been sitting contest in the same small, "dim
and free throw. But Nikkei put
" the bench the entire season. ly-lit" Chico gym the final score
the Tigers in the scoring column
®lt with Law gone and Netzer in- was 49 to 45 with Pacific on the
and Johns put Pacific in front 6
red Kjeydsen started Lowell short end.
to 3 with two high arching field
It marked the only confer
Eh and George Ker. Welsh re
goals. Copeland tied the contest
ence loss of the season for
up at 6 all a moment later, only
nted with a twelve point scor
to have Johns come through and
ns spree and Ker's reaction was Coach Ralph Francis' Tigers.
break the deadlock.
!l points and a marvelous back Humboldt State, defeated ear
lier in the season by Chico, won
A few minutes later the score
ward game.
the championship by a few per
COACH RALPH FRANCIS of was deadlocked at 11 all and
The Cubs, keyed drum- tight
centage points because they the College of Pacific Tigers has Johns again repeated. He dropped
by constant campus mention of
have played more games than coached six local cage teams two in a row from mid-court and
their inabilities as a basketball
Pacific.
team, rode the forty-niners off
and yet has never won the Far put the Tigers in front 15 to 11.
EARLY
LEAD
the court with basket after in
Western Conference Champion The Tigers held on to this lead
Grabbing an early lead, the Ti ship. His hopes for a win this and left at half time in front 18
spired basket.
gers were in front 9 to 7 after year, with the best basketball to 15.
TEAMWORK
six minutes of playing time. Dur players in the history of the CUNNINGHAM GOOD
Yuba's superior team work gave ing the first period the contest
school under his tutelage, were Glenn Cunningham tied the con
them an early three-point margin was knotted up five times and high.
"Bonus Bonds"
His hopes for next year
ind they held it until half-time the lead changed hands on four are nebulous but encouraging. test up for the fourth and final
time of the evening just at the
when the score was 19-22. The occasions.
At any rate he will stick to the start of the second half. It was Proposed
Cubs floundered slightly in the
old
adage
of
trying
until
he
is
The half time score was 26 to
18 to 18 when Rogers, Henning
"Bonus Bonds" that not only
second half and were behind sev 24 in favor of Chico.
successful.
and Johns all accounted for field pay interest, but offer thousands
eral times by as much as nine
Little Pete Tomone, Chico's
goals to bring the score to 25 to of prizes ranging from $200 to
points. But with ten minutes to leading scorer for three years
18 in favor of Pacific.
go Bob Bowe dumped a couple of and Bob Dison potted five and
; $50,000 each were recommended
Chico's Pete Tomone cut to the Treasury Department last
one handers from outside the foul four field goals respectively in
lose with uncanny shots to put week by Dr. Paul Haensel, pro
line and Welch sneaked over in the first half. Pacific's Nikkei and
the Wildcats within striking fessor of economics at Northwes
the corner and pushed three in a Henning accounted for 9 points
distance of the lead with a doz tern, as a means of stimulating
row that went through without apiece in the same period.
Varsity football practice
en minutes left to play. But the mass purchase of defense bonds
touching the rim.
Opening the second half, the
will be carried on for three
Tigers pulled away at this point and helping to curtail inflation.
The Cubs were back in the tall Pacific cagers fired away at
or four weeks on four days
scoring 11 points to the Wild "This is not a lottery," said Dr.
game—to stay.
the bucket from all points, took
per week, beginning Monday,
cats 3 and winning 39 to 27.
Haensel, "since on all bonds the
From then on the tiring Yu- 13 shots before one split the mesh.
March 9. Since many of the
Joe Johns led the Tigers in principal will be repaid plus not
bans were literally overwhelm
men who might naturally be
scoring with 12 points. He played less than $20 in interest on every
ed. Ker got a tip in and a foul CHICO ROLLS 'EM
Glenn Cunningham of Chico
a great defensive game in addi $100 bond. The extra compensa
candidates for the team are
throw. Smythe flicked a field
tion.
tanked two long ones to match
in the Army or Navy, it is
tion, or bonus, is made possible
coal. Welsh counted again and
Pacific's Monagan, who came
PARTICULARS
hoped that a lot of men who
by a splitting of the interest
there was the ball game.
The Tigers sunk 17 field goals among the bondholders."
through with two mid-court field
have never played football,
LAST STAND
to Chico's 10.
whether light or heavy, will
The game wound up the Tiger goals suddenly. As a result, the
Six Tigers, Johns, Slaughter,
turn out for Spring practice.
Cub season—left them at the top Tigers trailed 29 to 28 after four
and
Monagan, Rogers and Henning,
Read Mr. Breeden's notice
w" the second division in the Nor minutes of play in the second pe
played
their
last
collegiate
ball
and
get
a
suit
and
come
out.
riod.
thern California Junior College
game against the Wildcats. The
Chico, namely Cunningham and
Both Uncle Sam and Pacific
conference. However, Yuba has
latter three have been under
Copland, picked up 10 points to
wants combat men.
t
two
*. '
more games to go, both
AMOS ALONZO STAGG, Ralph Francis for three years.
1 ,hem toughies and if the 49ers Pacific's 1 point in quick order.
Francis started and used the
Football Schedule, 1942—
ran manage to drop one of them, Less than 10 minutes remained in
graduating seniors most of the
Sept.
26
—
University,
of
the
game
when
Chico
held
a
38
ey will assume a position directevening. Jack Toomay, who will
Washington at Seattle.
the Cubs- elevating them to 29 lead.
to
return next season, scored six
Francis substituted Joe Johns
Oct. 2—Chico State College.
10 Wth place.
points in the last 7 minutes, to
and Jack Toomay at this point
Oct. 9—California Ramblers.
'J16 meantime Sacramento and the Tigers were right back
be one of the high scorers of the
Oct. 16—San Jose State Col
arin
L
will continue their in the ball game.
evening.
lege at San Jose.
.n!r^0nship P'ay-offs Friday
THE PLAYERS
Oct.
23—San
Diego
State
Saturday at Sacramento. LAST THROW
Playing for Pacific were Rog
College at San Diego.
Johns
exploded
with
two
oneers, 3; Slaughter, 9; Nikkei, 2;
»t Kel^f °f the firSt Srame handed field goals from 40 feet
Oct.
30—Fresno
State
Col
PIES AND CAKES
»re nnw eId Wwlnesday night out, Toomay popped in two from
Henning, Toomay, 6; Monagan,
lege.
accurately known.
FOR
ST. PATRICK'S DAY
3; Johns, 12 and Camicia.
Nov. 7—California Aggies at
under the bucket in addition to a
Chico
players
were
Timone,
5;
Davis.
State"16,students of Louisiana free throw and with two minutes
Nov. 13—Santa Barbara State
the Tigers trailed 47 to 45.
'heir sm?rVCrSity have dropped
College.
The last minute was a hectic
le
S
to
enter
•fined
c nation's one. Chico froze the ball until the
"ea services.
last seconds when Paich scored a
freak shot and the game ended Naval Reserve
J'ICHTO AWD«RTISED GOODS
rPpoi't atmwlly advertisers help 49 to 45 in favor of Chico.
advertises activities—support
Officials were Bailey and Eisan Needs Dentists
who called 18 personal fouls
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
Pre-dental students who have
against the Tigers and 11 against
(IN BLACK'S)
been accepted for entrance, now
the Wildcats.
Unon Oil Products
enrolled in accredited dental
Chico scored 19 field goals to schools, are eligible for appoint
'Where Price and Quality Meet"
Pacific's 18.
ment in Class H-V (P) of the
PHONE 2-7481
LINEUPS
United States Naval Reserve, pro
Coach Art Acker of Chico viding
they qualify physically.
started Timone, 11; Dison, 12;
These students will not be call
Paich, 6; Copland, 9 and Cunning
ham, 11. The Wildcats did not use ed to active duty until after gra
Pacific and Castle
duation from dental school or at
a single substitute.
time their services are needed.
Phone 2-9010
Starting lineup for Pacific was
Rogers, 5; Nikkei, 11; Henning,
"STOP-WEAR"
BUY ADVERTISED GOODS
9; Slaughter, 1 and Monagan 10.
Pacific Weekly advertisers help
LUBRICATION
Francis substituted Johns, 4; support
student activities—support
our advertisers.
Toomay, 5 and Camicia.
i E P. V I C
P E R S O N A L I Z E D
Kieldsen patched up gap-

in his lineup with unW.b ien last week, put them on
tried 1
^inst a Yuba Jaysee
I* c0JL_t j,ad beaten him once
"^season and held his breath.
lluS untried men delivered the
I* . and the Tiger Cubs strang)
<the49ers 47-40.

FOOTBALL
NOTICE-

PIES AND CAKES

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET

Bill Lunt

fcttniAam.

H EADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
(f

—Associated Women's Students
"""Employing Student Help

Where You Meet Everybody

The Louise Millinery
Salon
Offers the Loveliest
HATS IN GLORIOUS
COLORS
Priced
195
from ... 3 to

12

2049 Pacific

2-4385

KStc&.

Fine Furniture
Assured Quality
Personalized Service

50

417-21 E. Weber

Dial 9-9038
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BIG GUN

Tiger Thinclads
Tracks Debut in Mural
By JACK TOOMAY

Meet Wednesday

CO-EDS IN
SHORTS
By

JACKIE JUDGE

TWO PROBLEMS-

TWO major
j— problems
je^uiems k
those
wearers
of
shorts
knov
Random Reminiscences—*0tyn.
coeds. One is group and• 1t h e ,
:
One or two fellows said that
er is personal. The first is otb
the clock that made its appear
acterized by the old, old ^
Intra-School Meet Will
ance in the gymnasium the other
- cry
Who says it isn't a r,
night after an absence of three
Unveil New Track Talent
years was there to stay. It looked
world?" It rings loudest "*'!
pretty nice sitting up above the
clearest on these cold mornir°
door as big as life, but it ticked
Offering its opportunities to all except former Junior about 8 o'clock, War Time
off three-quarters of a minute in
complaint
seems to- be
A
—N- thatuiyr:(u
College
or college track lettermen, will be Pacific's
a minute's time. So it's no good
boys get to wear those lovely
»
,Ve
and that's that. Besides, some intramural track meet to be held definitely next Wed long white tennis ducks, • K
"i
st
body else said that the College nesday and Thursday, March 11 and 12.
gals are stuck with the let's •'
was tired of catering to the will
Each intramural organization may enter four men turn-blue-together shorts.*^5'
of this person and that person and compete three in each event ;•
The second problem has to
and is going to stand right up and also anyone entered in the meet is second with 33 and Manor third,
with "the Sad Saga of Eloise aw
make an athletic decision all of eligible for the four man 220-yard
the Shorts. Last year's SW
piling up 28 points.
-its own one of these days. The relay competition.
along with last year's hat aiej
IMP
C.O.P.
S.J.C.
SCHEDULE
state of mind of this somebody
wRm $>
Due to a change in schedule the to look rather different on us tv
was highly questionable as to bal THE RULESO
Intramural track rules state Pacific "Tigers" and S. J. C. Cubs year. Especially if our cargo £
Alfred Taioli, nationally recog ance. But then. It is a thought.
shifted. So when you see "fj
nized middle distance swimmer The College might do it. We may that a man may compete in not will meet Modesto J. C. March Smith on the tennis courts n
have
a
new
clock
next
year
.
.
.
more
than
three
events,
exclud
and mainstay of the Pacific Stud
25th at Modesto, following the an member this, that's not a r«
There will also be new basket ing the relay during the two-day nual interclass meet held on the version of the conga that she
ent Association swimming team.
He will swim today in the Pacific ball uniforms. The others are be meet and also no one athlete may C. O. P. track. The Long Beach doing, nor is it a new tennis sta
Coast championships in San Fran ing confiscated by a society
relays were canceled due to an Instead it's a hopeful (and thu
known as the Careers for Child enter more than one race of 440 insufficient athletic fund. This far successful) attempt to ket
cisco.
yards
or
over
during
one
day's
ren With Exceptional Demolition
would have been thhe track said shorts where they belon.
Abilities Corporation and will be competition. Points will count 5, squad's longest trip. From March But if needle and thread, sate!
mass-produced into Quality Rag 3, 2 and 1 in each event for the 25 on the schedule remains the pins, scotch tape, or paper clip
track championship. According to
Dolls . . .
don't come to the fore the ne
Track Coach Jackson excuses will same as before. .
Old Stonewall lost Keith Slaugh
name may be Gypsy Rose Sraitl
Negotiations
are
under
way
to
be granted to those having 4:15
ter to the army. But old Stone
Psychologists tell us that or
engage
Mather
Field
in
a
track
classes; however, these men must
wall is determined to go on with
of
the saddest things that ci
and
field
meet
with
C.
O.
P.
dur
out him. Old Stonewall is going report same.
ing the track season. The Army happen to a person is to hai
All
members
of
the
P.
E.
to make it, even with his skeleton
lads have a great deal of mate his faith in human nature d
crew. Old Stonewall and MacAr- track classes will be competing rial in that some of the cream of stroyed. Some people with far
as
this
intramural
meet
is
of
a
The Pacific Association Swim thur have a thing or two in com
test native in P. E. No. 10 and American universities is repre in human nature even are i
ming team traveled to Santa Cla mon . . .
No. 113. Official tryouts for S. sented in their ranks this exhibi trusting as to leave their puis
ra yesterday afternoon, took on
Whether this is much of a com J. C. and C. O. P. will be taken tion of track men at their best unguarded during their gym cli
the Broncos. That much is known. pliment or not is a sore point,
ses. Well, if you don't want
should present a great meet.
Whether the team returned home but: Keith Slaughter will be a in the same meet.
become a frustrated psychologic
PROMPT EXECUTION
victorious is another question, but marvelous soldier . . .
mess, don't leave your purse o;
Events
will
be
run
promptly
as
Else $5.30, two street car toko
it is assumed that they did
Keith Slaughter was a marve per schedule, warm ups being ta Lithograph
and your faith in human natu
lous guy. It wasn't that he had ken early. Event time schedules
MODIFIED SQUAD
may be gone when you cor
any special genius for anything for Wednesday and Thursday will Exhibition
back.
Though working with a modi material; it was his special gen
be-as follows: Wednesday! March
We wonder if the P. E. depa
fied squad which did not include ius for this abstract quality of
An
exhibit
of
lithographs
is
11 starting at 4:30 sharp will be
Alfred Taioli, who is swmming in never giving up, always trying, the 220-yard low hurdles (trials), being shown this week in the ment, Ltd., could give us the
the Pacific Coast championships always being in there that made
Weber clpe for the soap used in i
javelin and high jump, at 4:35 upstairs corridors of
tomorrow, Les Warner, who has him what he was . . .
Hall.
Miss
Suzanne
Scheuer,
in gym? We'd like to submit it
the half mile; at 4:45, 220-yard
the OPM so that we could get o
not as yet turned out, and Jack
Stan Vaughn
dash trials and broad jump; at structor at Pacific, is showing of Donald Nelson's medals i
Toomay, who is still in the pre
Is gone.
5:00 the two-mile; at 5:15, the 220- her work with that of Marguer conservation of essential warn
liminary stages of training, it is
We don't mean perhaps.
yard low hurdles (finals) and at ite Redman Dorgeloh, John Moxgenerally thought here that vic
He'll be hard on them Japs
om, George Gaethke and Johan terials.
5:30 the 220-yard dash (finals).
tory was inevitable considering
If you ever discuss swimming MEET DATA
na M. Blumert, all of San Fran
the notorious weakness of the with other people and the discus
Thursday's schedule as follows: cisco.
Bronco swimmers.
sion often degenerates into argu 4:30, 120-yard
ran
high
hurdles
Fast year the Cubs smothered ment and the argument into (trials) shot put and pole vault;
STARTS
TOMORROW
the Broncos, winning every race downright fisticuffs and the oth 4:35, 440-yard dash and discus;
and running up 69 points. This er guy can lick you hands down, 5:00, 120-yard high hurdles (fi
year, with even a better team
PAULETTE
just dot this fact-progression nals); 5:15, 110-yard dash (finals)
• utj mnr . - w - u M
BOB
under his jurisdiction, it seems down in your head and you may 5:30, mile run and 5:40 the 880logical that HJeldsen ran up an win the discussion: Alfred Taioli
HOPE • G0DDARC
^^USPICIOli"
yard relay.
even greater score.
is the best furlong swimmer on
Men's Hall topped the track in
CARY GRANT
the coast today, male or female, tramural meet last spring total
HIGH POINTER
aJno•NB2J
JOAN FONTAINE
minor or major. He is about to ing 47% points; Rhizomia placed
Ralph Wright was undoubtedly prove that assertion today in San
with
high point man with two individu Francisco in the Pacific Coast of Athletic Administration gently
SIR CECIL HARDWICKE
al wins and a point and a third championships. He stands high in down the stream of Public Wor
NIGEL BRUCE
for the four-man relay. Wright's the nation as a furlong man. In ship. Merrily, merrily, merrily,
"HENRY ALDRICH
point-gaining feats are limited, another year, barring any forced merrily. Winning teams are but
DAME MAY WHITTY
not by his personal abilities, but workouts in Manila Bay, he will
a dream . . .
by the rules governing the num be the top man in the United
ber of races: that can be entered States and perhaps in the world,
He has a special time each day
in intercollegiate competition.
The PSA team meets the Uni in which he allows people to touch
versity of California at the end him. Autographs. Interviews. By
special appointment . . .
of thi» month in Berkeley.
There are those who think
Ralph Wright, nationally seeded
breast-stroker, who provides the
shoulders on which College of Pa
cific will ride to athletic fame if
it ever rides to athletic fame, is
slipping. They say he's reached
his peak while Taioli is far from
N O W
it. Well, if he has reached his peak
it's a pretty high one. Most mor
tals would find at least one layer
of strato-cirrus clouds separating
their particular peak and his. He
is up there, all right. But as to
whether he's stopped or not we
have decided the following:
He hasn't . . .
Wright has a little trouble with
Bob Breedon now and then. But
' at goes without saying. As a
latter of fact it is dangerous
even to say it. It all boils down to
this: When young blood and old
blood are allowed to run into the
The taste-good, feel-good refreshment of ice-cold Coca-Cola
same cauldron there is a spon
taneous production of the most
is everything your thirst could ask for. It's all you want and
rancid of chemical reactions.
you want it all. Nothing ever equals the qualify and goodness
Explosions occur chronically
And
of
the real thing.
perenially. The odor is terrific.
The
parties
become
asphixiated.
"SEALED UPS"
Before they know it, they find
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
With
themselves dead, buried and for
COCA-COLA BOTTLING, COMPANY
WILLIAM GARGAN
gotten with other, less conflicting
OF STOCKTON, LIMITED
souls row, row, rowing the boat

SWIMMERS
OPEN WITH
BRONCOS

CALIFORNIA

